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I* What Makes a Short Story.
"The short story differs from all the longer forms of fiction
because its brevity forces the writer to confine himself to a single
one of the three elements which the author of a novel may combine at
his pleasure. These three elements are; the plot, the characters, and
the setting. The novelist may pay equal attention to what happens, to
the persons to whom these things happen, and to the places where they
happen. But the limitations of space forbid this variety to the short
story writer; he has to make his choice among the three. If he centers
his efforts on his plot, he has no time to elaborate either character
or background; this is what Poe has done in the "Murders in the Rue
Morgue". If he focuses the interest on a character, his plotting must
be summary, and his setting can only be sketched in; this is what
George W. Cable has preferred to do in nPosson Jone H . If he concen-
trates the reader *s attention on the environment, on the place where
the event happens, on the atmosphere, so to speak, he must use
character and incident only to intensify the impression of the place
and the time; this is what we find in Hamlin Garland's "Return of the
Private". When once the writer has decided which of the three elements
he intends to employ, he must abide by his decision. "Thus Brander
Matthews gives us his conception of the short story". CO
The short story is not a cut-down novel, or a variety of
prose drama, although it is related to both and was evolved from these
two forms of fiction. It is not an expanded anecdote, nor a tale, nor
an assay, it is a new form of literature, related to all these earlier
forms yet not of them.

The Short Story Up To The Civil War.
1. Washington Irving.
We may say that the American short story began in 1819 with
the publication of "The Sketch Book" by Washington Irving. Up to this
time there had been some short fiction, written by such men as Philip
Freneau and Charles Brockden Brown, but none of it had the qualities
of the short story. Much of Freneau' s work was in narrative verse,
while Brown's tales were stories begun as novels and abandoned. (2)
To understand how Irving was able to be the first in the
realm of the short story we should acquaint ourselves with some of
the factors influencing his writing. The first factor is that he was
born in New York of British parents, and so did not feel the influence
of Puritan New England. Even in the early nineteenth century New
England 3till had the atmosphere of restraint and introspection, was
still dominated by the influence of Cotton Mather and other Puritan
leaders who had looked askance at anything savoring of the worldly.
The New York of Irving 's boyhood was worldly, cosmopolitan, carrying
on in the lighthearted fashion of Peter Stuyvesant.
Thus, where the writers of Boston were restrained by religion
and conscience, which deadened all early attempts at fiction, and color-
ed the writings of a genius like Hawthorne, Irving could, as one critic
has said, "be lawless without a qualm". (3) This fact, of irving's
birthplace, is important in itself, for American fiction must have
started in such an atmosphere; it would have died, and it did, in the
cultured air of harvard, for fiction is of the world and cannot live
under forbidding and unreceptive conditions.
i
Irving *s life in New York had another effect. His desire for
reading had to be satisfied by such books as he could find in his father
library, New York had no scholarly traditions, no Brahmin caste to en-
courage the study of literature, and this library had stopped growing be
fore the Revolution. ITie eighteenth century volumes which Irving found
were eagerly perused, with the result that he prolonged the eighteenth
century in literature. When he began to write Irving followed the style
of Addison. He signed his first essays MJonathan Oldstyls* and they
are of the eighteenth century. Ihe influence of these writers was im-
portant to the young author. Coming as it did in his impressionable
years, it stood by him during his writing. It gave him stability where
others went to extremes, it compelled restraint, it rendered impossible
anything save beauty of style and perfect clearness, and it made him
observant of men, manners and times. (4) But with the new century came
forces which laid strong hold on Irving. This, too, is important, for
with the period of romanticism came the American short story.
Another influence on Irving* s work was his temperament. He
was of Scotch and English descent. His father had been a sailor on
the North Sea, had seen service against the French, and had come to
America just before the Revolution. His was a restless disposition
which he passed on to his son. Only when the mood was on him would
young Irving write. Not until he faced poverty did he settle down to
this business seriously, and having learned through the sale of "The
Sketch Book** that here was a means of subsistence, whenever he needed
money, he would sit down and write a short sketch or a tale.
"Such a temperament H
,
says Pattee, **will express itself, if
it turns to fiction, not in long, patiently wrought novels, but in
t
... ...
narrative dashes-3ketches H . (5) To sum it up, his writing of short pieces
is naturally accounted for. tie did not deliberately choose the short form
but fell into it because of a temperament which forbade long-continued
efforts, and because of his early training in the school of Addison and
Goldsmith.
One of the best examples of the short story as Irving presented
it is "Rip Van Winkle", this story, which is so well known that it does
not need re-telling, illustrates his definition of the short storyj "a
frame on which to stretch materials" • Owing to its simplicity and the
restraint of its form, it gives a single impression of narrative unity.
•Rip Van Winkle" may be considered a milestone in literary history be-
cause it is the first really successful example of the short story, and
in this sense it represents America*s chief contribution to types of
literature.
Boynton, in his "History of American Literature" (6), says
that this story is not after the style of the novel, and differs from
the condensed novel because, after the introduction, it is limited to
two short periods of time; the few hours before and the few hours after
Rip went to sleep on the mountain, and the whole story is so composed
as to lead up to the main point} the relentless way in which life moves
on, regardless of the individual who falls asleep and is left behind.
All the details help to develop this idea.
As Irving was the first recognized American writer, answering
the question, "Who reads an American book," with "The Sketch Book", it
is well to note some of the characteristics of his writings. X have
taken six into account. They are;
4j
1* He is romantic in mood* if we read the tales which W. J.
Long names as his favorites from "The Sketch Book 1* (7), we will dis-
cern this quality. "The Spectre Bridegroom 1* is one of these. In this
story a young nobleman, on his waij to marry a maiden whom he has never
seen, is attacked and killed by some robbers. His companion on the
road escapes and hastens to the castle where all is in readiness for the
coning festivities. The young man is welcomed so heartily that there
is no opportunity to inform them of the death of his friend, and the
young nobleman must pose as the slain bridegroom. Meanwhile the beauty
of the bride has captivated him and he is loath to leave her. Finally
he realizes that he must get himself out of his predicament, and de-
parts after telling the father that he has an appointment with the
grave. Rejoicing is turned to mourning, and the friends who had come
to celebrate the wedding remain to console the bride. But soon she
disappears, and it is learned that she has been carried off by the
"spectre bridegroom**. In a few days they return and the mystery is
explained*
2* He is successful in short composition. Although some critics do not
hold that Irving was the father of the short story, but give this title
to Poe, they do agree that the author of HRip Van Winkle" was success-
ful in short writings. With the exception of his biographies we may say
that this author's work was done in wshort spurts and dashes'**
3. His style is natural. Irving writes apparently without effort, as
if the best word or expression were there with no conscious seeking
for it. There are numerous examples of this. We may take the story
of "Rip Van Winkle". One paragraph reads like this; "The great error
in Rip*8 composition was an insuperable aversion to all kinds of profit-

able labor, it could not be from the want of assiduity or perseverance;
for he would sit on a wet rock, with a rod as long and as heavy as a
Tartar's lance, and fish all day without a murmur, even though he should
not be encouraged by a single nibble. He would carry a fowling piece
on his shoulder, for hours together, trudging through woods and swamps,
and up hill and down dale, to shoot a few squirrels or wild pigeons. He
would never even refuse to assist a single neighbor in the roughest toil,
and was a foremost man at all country frolics for husking Indian corn,
or building stone fences. The women of the village, too, used to employ
him to run their errands, and do such little odd jobs as their less
obliging husbands would not do for them. In a word, Rip was ready to
attend to anybody's business but his own; but as to doing any family
duty, and keeping his farm in order, it was impossible" • (8)
4. He is humorous. To those familiar with the "Knickerbocker History",
this characteristic is obvious. The humor of this book consists largely
in relating fact and absurdity in the same strain of sober gravity . .There
are other tales with as much humor. For instance; the picture of Ichabod
Crane, "with his flimsy garments fluttering in the air, his long lank
body stretched away over his horse's head" in his eagerness to reach the
church bridge before his pursuer, he.s humor. The "Spectre Bridegroom",
standing there with his bride and mortifying the aunt at having her
marvellous story marred, and the only spectre she had ever seen turn
out to be counterfeit, presents humor.
,
5. He was a pioneer in the use of local color, ichabod Crane may again
be used as our example, tiere was a country schoolmaster whom America,
alone, would produce. The description of Farmer Van Tassel's home, in
the sarne story, shows Irving' s use of native scenes. "His stronghold

was situated on the banks of the Hudson, in one of those green, shelter-
ed, fertile nooks, in which the Dutch farmers are so fond of nestling.
Hard by the farmhouse was a vast bam, that might have served for a
church; every window and crevice of which seemed bursting forth with the
treasures of the farmj the flail was busily resounding within it from
morning to night j swallows and martins skimmed twittering about the
eaves, 1* and so it goes on, with its description of the interior of the
house, a typical American country home.
6. He is careful in workmanship. Next to Irving •s naturalness of style,
perhaps this is the outstanding characteristic of his work. It is not
necessary to quote from his writings to prove this statement.
For the short story Irving did the following things*
1. He made short fiction popular. After the success of "The Sketch
Book 1*, short tales and sketches became the fashion. The annual and the
lady*s book sprang up during the next few years, a result of Irving *s
success.
2. He was the first prominent writer to strip the prose tale of its
moral and didactic elements and to make of it a literary form solely
for entertainment.
3. He was the first writer of fiction to recognize that the shorter
form of narrative could be made something new and different, but to do
it required a peculiar nicety of execution and patient workmanship.
4. He added humor to the short story, and lightness of touch, and made
it human and appealing.
5. He was original. He tried to express himself in a different manner
from the writers of the day. He said, *It is true that other writers
have crowded into the same branch of literature, and I now begin to find
It
myself elbowed by men who have followed my footsteps, but at any rate
I have had the merit of adopting a line for myself, instead of follow-
ing others."
6. He added definite locality, actual American scenery and people.
7. He endowed the short story with a style that was finished and beau-
tiful, one that threw its influence over large areas of the later
product. (9)
It has been said that Irving was not the father of the American
short story. Perhaps it is because in these ways he hindered its develop-
ment;
1. Because he was the model used by later writers of this form of fic-
tion, he retarded the growth of its technique for about a generation.
Bryant wrote a few tales which show the influence of Irving. Longfellow's
"Outre-Mer" is a second "Sketch Book*. Even after the Civil War, Harte's
first tales were modeled after those of Irving.
2. Most of Irving*s writings have much sentimentalism. Fattee feels
that this softness and lack of robustness must be reckoned with as one
cause of the general effeminacy and timid softness that characterized
so much of American fiction during the greater part of the century. (10
)
3. Irving still kept the form of the essay even when he became a
romanticist.
4. To Irving the plot did not seem important. His definition shows this;
"For my part, i consider a story as merely a frame on which to stretch
my materials. It is the play of thought, and sentiment, and language,
the weaving in of characters, lightly, yet expressively delineated; the
faithful and familiar exhibition of scenes in common life; and the half-
ccncealed vein of humor that is often playing through the whole-these
are what I aim at, and upon which I felicitate myself in proportion as I

think I succeed". (11)
At the conclusion of the study of Irving as our first great
short story writer we have discovered the short story as a possible
form of literature, still in the infant stages, in essay form, but with
a literary style whose influence would be felt for a long while.

2. The Annuals.
The second phase in the growth of the short story is the
period of the annuals. As a result of the success of "The Sketch Book",
and the influences on writing that have been described, there appeared
in America, numerous sketches and tales which sought publication. But
means of getting such material printed were limited. Publishers were
rather unwilling to risk their capital on these various attempts of
their young countrymen. Hence, if a new writer wished to produce any
fiction, he must seek as his medium the pages of the newspapers and of
the few magazines, among which were the "New York Mirror 1* and the "Ladies*
Literary Gazette 1*. Bryant's first attempt at fiction was printed in the
"United States Review", William Austin *s "Peter Rugg; The Missing Man"
appeared in "Buckingham's New England Galaxy", while even Hawthorne
found it necessary to use the pages of the "Salem Gazette."
But with the flood of new literature pouring in, even these
magazines could not answer the demand. Some young authors had the
money to publish their own material, in 1821, in Baltimore, appeared
"Tales of the Triptd; or a Delphian Evening", by Pertina* Particular
(Dr. Tobias Watkins); in Trenton, N.J., in 1827, "Village Tales", by
Oliver Oakwood (Stacy Gardner Potts); and in Portland, Maine, the same
year, "Tales of the Night", by a lady of Maine (Mrs. Sally Saywood Wood).
(12) Others issued their work in the form of magazines, appearing at
regular intervals. An example is "The Idle Man", by Richard Henry Dana,
which appeared in several numbers. (13)
This was the forerunner of the annuals. The first real annual
appeared in 1826. it was "The Atlantic Souvenir; a Christmas and New
Year's Offering", The idea had been borrowed from England, but it was a

means of expression for the short story writers. It was especially ad-
apted to the short tale, and from the first in England it had relied
largely for its interest upon this type of writing. During the period
that "The Atlantic Souvenir" was issued, from 1826-1832, it published
forty-seven short stories, or more than six to each volume. Beside
this annual the ones which exerted the greatest influence on the short
story were j "The Token", edited by S. C. Goodrich, in Boston, 1828; "The
Legendary", edited by H, P. Willis, Boston, 1828; "The Talisman", New
York, 1828; and "The Western Souvenir", edited by James Hall, Cincinnati,
1829. (14) The fashion spread rapidly until by 1830, the gift book, with
its sentimental title and its beautiful decorations, had become one of
the leading Christmas commodities. These annuals were characteristic
for their moral tale, yarn or hoax story, and short historical sketches.
Sometimes these last were a mere summary of facts, or mere anecdotes to
serve as explanatory text for the engraving then fashionable as embell-
ishments".
When the annuals were at their height, a publisher in Phila-
delphia, Lewis Godey, suggested that these magazines could, be issued
oftener than once a year, possible once a month. His argument was that
these gift books were published as presents, "keepsakes" for the ladies,
and hence would be well received if the features which attracted the
ladies were emphasized. To prove this, he produced "Godey' Lady's Book*
which made its appearance in January, 1830. This magazine used native
material, and the editor insisted that the stories be short. When on
one occasion, the magazine appeared with a continued story, the editor
apologized for it. Another interesting feature of these lady's books
was that most of the stories were written by women. In 1840, for example,
the editor was able to write; "Mo periodical publisher in our country or
V
in England has ever presented a list of contributors equal to that now
presented to the subscribers of the "Lady's Book", . . . . .We are proud of
our success and justly so. We were the first to introduce the system
of calling forth the slumbering talent of our country by offering an
equivalent for the efforts of genius". (15) But this "calling forth of
slumbering talent" had a greater effect than the editor could imagine,
for woman's sentimentalism and emotionalism tended to degrade the writings
of the period.
Thus the annuals, gift books, and lady's books played their
part in advancing the short story. They came at a critical time when
literature in America was just starting, and helped to determine the
way it should go. "The North American Review", April, 1829, remarked
on their importance;
"These little works, made up of short articles of poetry and
prose, seem especially suited to the instant genius of our land. The
body of our writers are yet young. Few of them have acquired experi-
ence and strength to venture alone in the world. Here seems to be a
fair and pleasant field for them to exercise together, to prove their
powers and to prepare them for future and nobler exertions". (16)
By demanding native material and short stories which could
be published in one issue, these magazines provided a means of ex-
pression which these new writers needed, and although not advancing
the short story technique, they did lend encouragement which led to
the later success of such masters as Poe and Hawthorne.
We have just noted that among the writers to use the "annuals w
as the first means of presenting their wares was Nathaniel Hawthorne,
He is our second figure in the development of the short story.

If environment played a part in the type of writing that
Irving produced, it had an even stronger place in influencing this
second writer. He was born in Salem where witchcraft had flourished.
One of his ancestors, a Puritan judge, had felt a witch*s curse, while
others had been prominent in the early Puritan regime. Thfese facts as
well as that many of the family had followed the sea, in later days
were to show themselves in his writings.
Perhaps the really dominating factor, however, was the ab-
normal sensitiveness of his mother. His father, a sea captain, had
died when Nathaniel was but four years old, and his mother had isolated
herself in her room where she seldom saw even her own family. This
helps to account for the brooding disposition which seemed to develop
in the boy.
Nathaniel received an education under tutors and at Bowdoin.
When he graduated from college he had not decided what profession he
wished to follow. He returned to Salem where for several years he
remained in the seclusion of his room, appearing once in a while for
a stroll in the twilight, but, he says, "not known, probably, to more
than a dozen people*. (17) In his "Passages From An Abandoned Work",
he gives a glimpse of what these years meant to him.
It was during these lonely nine or ten years of seclusion
in Salem that Hawthorne served his apprenticeship as a short story
writer. Some of his tales appeared from time to time in newspapers
and periodicals like the "Salem Gazette" and "The Boston Token". We
are told that he published a novel, "Fanshaw", but its effect was small,
and his real literary career opened in 1837 when he presented the first
series of "Twice Told Tales", a collection of his stories from the
magazines, in 1846 we find "Mosses from an Old Manse", which contained

"Rappaccini's Daughter", "Young Goodman Brown" and others which showed
Hawthorne as a great story-teller.
Hawthorne, as the second figure in the short story field did
for it four things;
1« He turned it into sane and moral channels. Many of the
stories of the time could be traced back to German romanticism, and
Poe felt that Hawthorne derived much of his style from these sources.
But a study of many of this author's stories will prove that he did
not dwell on the horrible things except with a view to suggesting a
moral.
"The Birthmark" is one of the most significant of these tales.
The story centers around a beautiful girl, whose only defect seems to
be a mark, in the shape of a hand, on her face. It does not disturb
her, however, and was often considered an added mark of beauty by her
many admirers. However, her husband, a scientist, does not feel as the
others and determines to remove this blemish, Science aids him, but
something greater than science is at work, too, and with his success
comes the death of the beautiful Georgianna. Thus Hawthorne introduced
his moral - that what nature has placed there must be for some purpose
and should not be tampered with. "This story is not without a trace of
that morbidity which allies him (Hawthorne), on the one side of his
genius with E. A. Poe, but the essential sanity of his moral, end the
perfection of the workmanship render it worthy of its high place among
the short stories of the nineteenth century". (18)
2. He made of it the study of a single, intense situation*
One may illustrate this by examining his notebook. Here are found jott-
ings like thisj
"A sketch to be given of a modem reformer-a type of the extreme

doctrines on the subject of slaves, cold water, and other such topics.
He goes about the streets haranguing most eloquently, and is on the
point of making many converts, when his labors are suddenly interrupted
by the appearance of the keeper of a madhouse, whence he has escaped,
aaich may be made of this idea."
"Two persons, by mutual agreement, to make their wills in each other*
favor, then to wait impatiently for one another's death, and both to be
informed of the desired event at the same time. Both, in most joyous
sorrow, hasten to be present at the funeral, meet, and find themselves
hoaxed •
"
"The Ambitious Guest" is an example of this second contribution. In
this story, hawthorns piles up interest by means of his quiet crises;
for instance, the knock at the door and the entrance of the stranger,
the commotion caused by the crowd of friends who pass by with the in-
vitation to follow to the "Notch", the grandmother's story of her prep-
arations for her funeral, and finally the dramatic moment when the cry
rises, "The slide ! the slide! "
3. He deepened it and gave it beauty. There is so much of
depth and beauty in the "Ambitious Guest". I like especially the para-
graph which describes the guest's feelings toward this group which has
taken him in; "In the household of the Notch, he found warmth and sim-
plicity of feeling, the pervading intelligence of New England, and a
poetry of native growth, which they had gathered, when they thought of
it, from the mountain peaks and chasms, and at the very threshold of
their romantic and dangerous abode. He had travelled far and alone; his
whole life, indeed, had been a solitary path; for, with the lofty cautioi
of his nature, he had kept himself apart from those who might have been

his companions. The family, too, though so kind and hospitable, had
that consciousness of unity among themselves, and separation from the
world at large, in which every domestic circle should still keep a
holy place, where no stranger may intrude. But this evening, a prophetic
sympathy impelled the refined and educated youth to pour out his heart
before the simple mountaineers, and constrained them to answer him with
the same free confidence".
In "Doctor Heidegger's Experiment", fancy and fact are beau-
tifully blended. There is beauty in the story; Doctor Heidegger's ex-
periment with the rose, end then with his old friends^is written in such
a manner that almost the fancy seems fact. There is depth, when the four
old friends realize that there is something more than mere physical re-
newing of youth.
4. He made it a dignified literary form, respectable, even in
New England. Tales like "Rappaccini 's Daughter", "The Birthmark", "The
Great Stone Face", "The White Old Maid", and "The Snow image" show that
in the matter of form, Hawthorne was in advance of his contemporaries
except Poe.
After "Twice-Told Tales" and "Mosses from an Old Manse" the
short story had no longer to apologize for its existence. It had won
a place for itself, so that even before Hawthorne's death "The Atlantic
Monthly", a New England paper, would print seventeen specimen^ of it in
its first volume.
i
3. Folk-Lore.
The decade and a half after "The Sketch Book" may be termed
Hthe period of flamboyant Americanism" in our native literature. (19)
The successes of Irving with his American legends had started a ten-
dency toward a native literature which could use the tales and history
of the country.
By 1830 the preference for native subjects for stories was
marked. From the beginning, the early magazines had demanded fiction
containing the legends, history, and even local manners of the country*
In 1822, in a review of "The Spy 1*, W. H. Gardiner had said that there
was plenty of material for native romance, ©Jid proceeded to give a list
of the various human types peculiar to America, from the Yankee peddler
and the boatman on the Ohio, to the aristocrat of the south and the
merchant of New York. (20)
Many of Irving's stories were local color stories, and the
collecting of old traditions became the fad. Hen and women, eager to
write, found that there was an abundance of such material, as Mr. Gardiner
had said, and they began to make the most of it, explaining the character-
istics and legends of one part of the country to those of another.
The annuals prided themselves on the fact that these were truly
American magazines. In 1829, N. P. Willis produced an annual with the
title, "The Legendary", and the following enlightening information;
"Original pieces in prose and verse; tales, ballads, and romances chiefly
illustrative of American history, scenery, and manners". (21)
Naturally the Indian and the old Indian legends became a
favorite theme of the writers of native tales. But the stories that
were written in that period show that he was not the redman as we know
a
him, but, as Pattee says, "a white man, daubed with vermilion" . (22)
These tales might be of native background, but there was, still, the
atmosphere of England and the eighteenth century writers hanging over
them. Pattee cites as an example, "The Catholic Iroquois" by Catherine
M. Sedgwick. The heroine becomes an Indian Joan of Arc.
In 1828 there appeared a story which suggested a new field
for the native story. This was "The Rifle, by the Author of 'Leisure
Mours at Sea* "• The author was William Leggett, a man well able to
depict the prairie scene, with its element of frontier crime. But he
lacked one phase of local color, so necessary to the good story of that
type, his characters used the language of a cultured district instead
of the dialect of the open prairie.
Other short story writers appeared with their tales of the
west. Among them were Judge Hail, who issued a gift book for the west,
"The Western Souvenir", in 1829, which contained many of his own stories.
Reverend Timothy Flint was another editor who contributed much to western
fiction. His creed was published in his magazine; "Our literary creed
is included in the one word 'simplicity ' • Our school is the contempla-
tion of nature." (23) His stories were so good that Miss Mitford chose
his "The Young Backwoodsman" as the gem of her collection. (24) W. J#
Snelling (1804-1848) wrote what Pattee considers the best written Indian
stories of the early period. (25)
But all of these writers had one weakness which kept them from
being classed among those who added much to the short story. They lacked
constructive art; their tales were local color stories, with an abundance
of new material, displayed with action, but lacking a plot; merely facts,
a series of episodes. (26)

let the development of folk-lore played its part in the history
of the short story, it opened up new realms to the short story writer
and showed him the value of using native materials for American stories*

4. POE
The short story had gotten its start under the guidance of
Irving • He had shown the writers of the period that short fiction could
be made as acceptable to American readers as the long two-volume novel
which England sent them. He had shown the public that a story could be
told merely for entertainment, about people and things in the country.
He had made it human and appealing, but withal he had kept a high stand-
ard of workmanship. The annuals had encouraged writers of the short tale
to develop their talent. Hawthorne, as the second leader, had added
beauty to this form of fiction. He had made as one characteristic, the
study of a single situation, and had given it dignified form to be
recognized even in New England.
ret, with all these, one necessary element was lacking. Be-
cause Poe supplied this, he is generally considered the father of the
modern short story. Not until Poe produced "Berenice" did the short
story have a definite structure, a- special technique.
Through his study of poetry, Poe discovered the principle of
the short story j that it was dependent on emotion, a lyrical unit, a
single stroke of impressionism, the record of a moment of tension. (27)
But the main element, and the basis of all short stories should be,
"What is the objective?" He has stressed this idea in various places.
As a critic, he found many tales which could not meet his requirements.
After Hawthorne's "Twice-Told Tales" were published, however, Poe, in
his position as critic, wrote a review which has been handed down as the
best explanation of the short story technique; Pattee considers it the
best document of its kind (28), and Smith * in "Poe, How to Know Him",
requests his readers to examine again this "probably most significant"

article in the annals of American literary criticism, (29)
wThe tale proper, in our opinion, affords unquestionably
the fairest field for the exercise of the loftiest talent, which can
be afforded by the wide domains of mere prose ...A skillful
artist has constructed a tale. If wise, he has not fashioned his
thoughts to accommodate his incidents; but having conceived, with
deliberate care, a certain unique or single effect to be wrought out,
he then invents such incidents- he then combines such effects as may
best aid him in establishing this preconceived effect, if his very
initial sentence tend not to the outbringing of this effect, then he
has failed in his first step, in the whole composition there should
be no word written, of which the tendency, direct or indirect, is not
to the one pre-established design. And by such means, with such care
and skill, a picture is at length painted which leaves in the mind of
him who contemplates it with a kindred art, a sense of fullest satis-
faction. The idea of the tale has been presented unblemished, because
undisturbed; and this is an end unattainable by the novel. Undue brevity
is just as exceptionable here as in the poem; but undue length is yet
more to be avoided." (30)
This review heralded the birth of the American short story as
a distinct literary type.
The man who could bring to literature a distinctly new form,
who could be conscious of its possibilities and its limitations must
have had certain qualifications which his predecessors lacked. Someone
has said that he knew what he was doing and how he meant to do it.
Perhaps we should note first certain characteristics of the
man's life, foe* a father had early abandoned the study of law to join

a band of traveling actors, in the company was a young English girl
whom he shortly married, and, together they went from place to place,
sharing all the uncertainties and tragedies which life brings to wander-
ing actors. It was during one of their stays in Boston that young Edgar
was born, on June 17, 1809. He did not have his mother *s care for long,
however, for both she and his father died within a few years.
Edgar was taken into the family of a wealthy tobacco merchant
in Richmond. The home of John Allan was evidently not the place in which
a boy of Poe*s temperament should be brought up. Plenty of money, travel,
everything except the kind of training which he needed, were his. One of
his tutors said of him that he was Ma quick and clever boy, though embarras
sd by an extravagant amount of pocket-money"
•
Just this little glimpse into these early years gives us cer-
tain impressions of Poe which grow on us as we read his works. At home
he was given everything that he desired, he acquired the stamp of a
Virginia gentleman, but what he most needed was sympathy. He did not get
this at home, and naturally became sel&centered and more or less friend-
less.
Our further study of Poe*s life shows us that the spirit of
wandering which was in his parents appeared in him. The Allans were of
a different makeup, and could not understand this characteristic. Itfr.
Allan wrote, on one occasion, HThe boy possesses not a sparfc of affection
for us, nor a particle of gratitude for all my care and kindness towards
him." (31) It is no wonder, then, that with such a temperament, Poe^s
life was a record of restless wanderings. His college career was short
and filled with drinking bouts and gambling. His job in the tobacco
counting house ended when he disappeared, after a few short months. A

year and a half at West Point was enough for hira, and absence from class-
es won hira his discharge.
In 1835 he married Virginia Clemm, a frail young girl whose
need of him tended to settle hira for a while. The first few years that
followed were happy ones for Poe. But his wife's illness and his own
restlessness soon led hira through repeated failures. All of these facts
of Poe's life are related to help explain the type of writing which he did.
His entrance into the short story field, like that of so many
of our present day writers, came through a prize contest. In 1833 the
"Baltimore "Saturday Visiter" offered a prize for the best tale submitted.
Poe won it with the "Manuscript Found in a Bottle" which was one of six
which he submitted under the title, "Tales of the Folio Club".
During the next year he wrote "Berenic9 M
,
"Morella", "Hans
Pfaal", and "The Assignation". Of these, "Berenice" is the most important.
With its compact and inevitable construction, and its logical progress to-
ward the denouement, it marks the arrival of the modern short story. (32)
It is suggested by one critic that the reader should compare "Berenice"
with some of the other magazine stories of the day to realize just what
its care in structure meant to the American short story.
Poe called one of his collections "Tales of the Grotesque and
the Arabesque". He turned to writing this type of story because circum-
stances demanded it. It is interesting to notice that he had more of a
ta3te for poetry, but when he found that money was necessary at once, he
wrote tales and sketches which would bring him cash returns until he
could settle down to the business of writing a serious book.
Pattee says that Poe, as a writer of tales, was undoubtedly
created by the magazines. (33) His literary life opened at the moment

when the magazine in America had become dominant, He felt this, and more
than once expressed the thought that an era had come which forced men
upon the "curt, the condensed, the well-digested, in place of the volu-
minous*. (34)
As Poe is considered our leader, before we sum up his definite
contributions, perhaps we should examine 3ome of his stories for his
stylo. He was willing to let his public see what he was doing, for his
emphasis was on craftsmanship. In his "Philosophy of Composition" he
declares that every plot "must be elaborated to its dentuement, before
anything is attempted with the pen". He states, also, that he prefers
beginning with an effect. Having chosen, in the first place, an effect
that is both novel and weird, he decides how to work it out.
in the "Gold Bug" we can see how he has carried out this rule;
a cryptegram ha3 been discovered which is the key to some buried treasure.
The effect which Poe produces is an interest in the cipher, rather than
in the immense store of gold and jewels which is uncovered. This tale
gives one characteristic of Poe, aside from hi3 policy of always keeping
the end in view. He had an analytical faculty and delighted in applying
it to the solution of almost impossible problems. Another example of the
analytical tale is "The Descent into the Maelstrom".
Xn certain of his stories Poe has combined this analytical
faculty with imagination and inventiveness. One of such type is "The
Cash" of Amontillado". Margaret Ashmun has included this tale in her
book of modern short stories (35) because she considers it an almost
perfect specimen of Poe's conscious art. Jessup and Canby consider this
a story in "Poe's most characteristic manner". (36)
The suspense is kept up to the very end}
i5
i
" •Fortunate!'
No answer, I called again;
'Fortunat*!
•
No answer still. I thrust a torch through the remaining aper^ture
and let it fall within. There came forth in return only a jingling of
the bells. My heart grew sick on account of the dampness of the cat-
acombs, i hastened to make an end of my labor. I forced the last
stone into its position; i plastered it up. Against the new masonry
I reerected the old rampart of bones. For the half of a century no
mortal has disturbed them. In pace requiescatt"
"The Fall of the House of Usher** is another story in which the theory
which Poe has emphasized, is shown. In this tale, too, the horror of
the whole story is kept until the very last.
Besides these analytical stories, with the suspense kept to
the very end, there are those in which there appears to be a pause in
the middle. The reason is to renew the interest, to heighten, if possibl
the suspense, if a murder has been committed, the story apparently ends
with the mystery insoluble, but curiosity will carry the reader over to
the second part where everything is satisfactorily explained, if a
stolen letter is the object of the search, we read on until it is found
and then Poe tells, after the pause, how it was found. He called such
stories "Tales of Ratiocination**. (37) Two examples are **The Murders in
the Rue Morgue" and "The Purloined Letter", with these stories Poe may
be said to have originated the modern detective story.
Thus, a discussion of these tales helps to show the following character-
istics;
1. He was technically perfect (as shown in "The Cask of Amontillad
r
2. He was a creator of effect, "The Cask of Amontillado'* and
"The Fall of The House of Usher** are examples of this.
3. tie was analytical. This is proven by a study of "The Gold Bug".
As the father of the modern short story, Poe made at least
three contributions, which may be summed up as follows;
1. He standardized it. With his theory-that the end must be in
view before the story is written- he had developed a conscious technique,
which the true artist would keep always before hira.
2. He gave it unity of structure. While editor of the "Messenger",
Poe had discovered that "unity of effect"- a quality not easily appreciated
or indeed comprehended by the ordinary mind, and a desideratum difficult
of attainment even by those who can conceive it- is indispensable in the
brief article". (38)
3. He gave it totality of effect. There are many kinds of tales
in Poe*s collection, but they all have one thing in common ; each sets out
to accomplish a single effect, and everything is centered around this,
in "The Fall of the House of Usher" everything tends to lead up to the
one effect j "the doom of this family.
*
5. A Summary of the Weaknesses of this Period.
The year of Poe*s death closed the period which had begun with
"The Sketch Book". Seemingly it closed at its most promising moment.
But Pattee tells us that the ten years afterwards, "that should
hatfe built consciously and artistically after Poe, and that should have
deepened and broadened all its foundations after Hawthorne", (39) stands
as a period when with few exceptions, the short story ceased to be dis-
tinctive, and for a time, it seemed about to disappear as a form of
literature. Poe's influence was evidently practically nothing. There
is scarcely any evidence to show that anyone had profited from the
technique of hi3 tales, it is interesting that the attitude of modern
times was felt then. Of the present day writers our historians and
critics say, "He is too near the present to estimate the value of his
book". So with Poe. New England, although it had accepted Hawthorne and
his short stories, regarded the author of "The Fall of the House of
Usher" as something to be forgotten.
Poe's immediate poor influence was not the only reason for the
weakness of the short story at the time of the Civil War. As a distinct
and serious literary form, it had, as yet, won no real recognition. It
was, like the annuals and lady's books, the result of the demand for native
literature, and was the result of the call of the lady's books for tales
to be read at a sitting. The critics of the day urged their writers to
try their hand at something more elaborate and sustained. During the
decade after the death of Poe, few collections of short stories were re-
viewed.
In Griswold's "The Prose Writers of America", published in
1849, a discussion of the short story took note of its value. One fact
ii-
which was emphasized was that it is more difficult to write a good short
story than to write a three-volume novel. Griswold included selections
to show what had been accomplished with this new literary form. Among
the stories are found; HRip Van Winkle", by Irving; "Peter Featherton",
by James Hall; "Three Nights in a Cavern", by W. C. Bryant; "A Rill from
the Town Pump", by Hawthorne; "The Cherokee *s Threat", by N. P. Willis;
and "The Fall of the House of Usher", by E. A. Poe. But, except for this
book, there was little recognition of the short story. (40)
Beside the two weaknesses just discussed, there was a third,
which was probably the greatest, in 1845, Putnam's Monthly Magazine, a
conservative paper, made mention of this; "A most alarming avalanche of
female writers ha3 been pouring upon us the past three months". (41
)
And the bad feature of all these women writers was their sentiraentalism.
More than one magazine notes that the woman author was more prone to
express emotions than ideas. The effect of these women before the Civil
War was on the whole cheapening. They worked with their emotions, chiefly,
and they degraded diction and style. The beautiful English of Irving and
Hawthorne seems to have affected them little. There was too much senti-
mentali3ra, too much extravagance. (42)
From 1820 to 1860 the short story was adolescent, and even as
late as 1875 the editor of Scribner*s declared that a large number of
manuscripts submitted were declined because of their sentimentality.
To summarize; Up to the Civil War a new literary type had been
evolved from the old tales and sketches of the eighteenth century. Irving,
Hawthorne and Poe, aided by many lesser writers had developed a special
technique, and had built up a folk-lore for the United States, in 1850
V
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this type of writing should have been well on the road to success, but,
principally because of the emotionalism of the women writers, its growth
had been retarded.
4-
III. The Period Following the Civil War
1. Changing Characteristics.
After the Civil War came a new period in American short prose
fiction. But even as late as 1875, it seemed that the American writers
had not learned much from those early masters, for, in that year^the
editor of HThe Galaxy 1*, a new magazine, lamented that the faculty of
story-telling had died out. (43) Magazines had to turn, again, to
English novels, in order to exist.
One of the first effects of the war was a flood of new maga-
zines demanding stories, anecdotes and short articles. American authors
more and more devoted themselves to what would sell well. Gradually, as
the amount of material increased the quality of the work seemed to grow.
The type of writing which had satisfied men just before the war was no
longer acceptable. On all sides critics began to emphasize technique.
To supply this demand for better writing a new group of writers appeared.
Under their leadership the short story became a new thing, with the
emphasis on workmanship.
The leader of the new group was Henry James, Jr., whose earliest
tale, "The Story of a iear", appeared in "The Atlantic" in 1865. (44)
Refinement and culture surrounded James through his boyhood.
His father was a philosopher-clergyman, a friend of Emerson's^ "who
carried with him everywhere the entire works of Swedenborg
1
*. (45) Young
Henry was kept sheltered from the commonplace world without, he was not
allowed to attend the public school, or to play with the boys of the
street. His father wrote to a friend, when Henry was but six years old;
"Considering with much pity our four stout boys who have no playroom with-
in doors and import shocking bad manners from the street, we gravely

ponder whether it wouldnH be better to go abroad for a few years with
them, allowing them to absorb French and German and get such a sensuous
education as they cannot get here", (46)
Thus the boyhood of James was continued in the atmosphere of
culture by means of tutors and private schools, both in America and
Europe.
When Henry returned to this country, he was a dreamer, with no
desire for college or a career, in America, at this time, there were
but two destinies for a young man; he either went to college or to the
dogs. But with the James family, there was a third alternative- a cul-
tivated and agreeable life of leisure. Everything in this young man's
life had tended to make him detached and solitary. Even the Civil War
had touched him not at all, unless to reveal to him his unfitness for
the practical life of his countrymen, and to put him more out of step
with them. (47) Being unhampered by the lack of money, he could sit down
and work out his problem of life, as Hawthorne had done.
Such a personality, as well as hi3 early training, would make
of him a scientist and philosopher. So he started his literary career
as a literary critic. He found little in American fiction to praise.
Even the short stories based on material drawn from American life and
manners he considered not literature, for in his opinion, art is the pro-
duct of achieved civilization, and its materials are never to be drawn
from the barbarous and the squalid. (48)
He began his contributions to the magazines at a time when the
demand for the short story was increasing. He had no need to offer any-
thing that was hasty or unfinished, for his grand father's money still
kept the family in a state of ease. He could afford to do his best, to

be deliberate, 3ane and workmanlike, and with his training, he carried
on his work as an art. tie determined to make the writing of good short
stories the business of his life, but we know him better as a novelist.
His stories are distinctly the product of the craftsman's artf
witty, full of refinement and grace. In spite of the lack of incident
they hold the reader's attention even to the end. HIn the immense mass
of his collected writings it is difficult to find any one piece which
does not show the mark of a sophisticated method". (49)
There is one story which I feel shows this quality. It is
perhaps the best-known of all his stories. "The Real Thing'* is a story
of two English gentle folk who have lost their money, but who remain
genteel. They offer their services to an artist, as models for his
pictures of English country life. They feel that they can give him the
"real thing*. But, they lack the art necessary, and finally take care
of the artist and the models, who can imitate aristocracy to a better
purpose than the "real thing" can present it.
To the development of the short story, then, James added
conscientious workmanship, and truth. To him truth meant presenting
things accurately; accurate picturization, accurate reporting of dialogue,
accurate characterization, and determining of motive. "The earlier
periods had relied upon plot and its concomitants, but now, the incidents
of invention exhausted, the writer was forced to turn to character dis-
section, to studies of the subtleties of conduct, to analysis unsupported
by incident". (50)
Perhaps the real leader in developing these new characteristics
was Bret Harte. The period after the Civil War was a period of recon-
struction, not only in the south, but within the hearts of the people.
i
They began to talk of the nation, not of their own state, it was the
same with literature. When Bret Harte submitted hi3 "Luck of Roaring
Camp", he was hailed on all sides. The critics of the east were so
pleased with it that they immediately gave him a place in their midst.
This was a tale of the new west, with all types of human
nature which were mingling in the mad rush for gold.
The man who could picture this new territory, with its excited
western life, and its atmosphere of romance, must have been a man well
acquainted with it. harte was born in an atmosphere of books, quite
different from that which surrounds his stories, his father was a scholar
of languages, he had built up a well-selected library in which young
harte spent much of his time, reading Shakespeare, Dickens, and Scott.
Like Irving, he delighted in the eighteenth century writings of Goldsmith
and Defoe. Yet, living in the cosmopolitan atmosphere of New York, he
developed the view-point of the period; a taste for the artificial and
the theatrical which helps to account for his later writings.
An event which was to influence his work was the removal of
the family to California, when Bret was about eighteen years of age. He
did not care for the west, he seemed better fitted for the refined society
of the east, with its art, literature, and music.
The early life in New York, and the later years in the west were
two strong factors in his writing, for, while he wrote stories of the
west, the influence of the east and the literature of his early days is
found in many of his tales.
After he moved to the west, Harte was faced with the problem of
a life work. As one would expect, being saturated with good literature,
the young man turned to writing. But the west had no market for such wares
ill
at leaBt, no one suspected it, and for a young, unknown writer to attempt
to reach his public with the Rocky Mountains lying between, seemed im-
possible. So Harte went from place to place, attempting anything that
came his way. Me worked as a school teacher, as an express messenger,
possibly as a miner, finally in various positions with the "Golden Era",
in San Francisco. The importance of this period in Harte •s life lies in
the fact that these experiences served him with material for later writing,
while the experience in the newspaper office was excellent. He had start-
ed at the beginning and worked up through the various departments to the
editor's chair. Fattee considers this an important factor, for he feels
that 3uch education leaves its mark on the writer. (51)
There is still another factor in Harte *s writing. He loved
Irving and Scott, and took them as his first masters. One of his first
stories, HA Trip to the Coast", has a paragraph which savors of the "Sketch
Book";
"It was one of those glorious, smoky, hazy days so rare to those bright
blue skies, resembling the Indian Summer of the Northern States, and
carrying me back to the fairy hills, dreamy uplands, and pleasant valleys
of the Catskills. it was a Sabbath, so like those doubly-blessed ones,
years past, that in my fancy I could hear the church bells ringing lazily
out of the soft valleys and swelling into a subdued and dreamy music, all
in harmony with the drowsy landscape". (52)
Not only did Harte use the style of Irving, but also the native
material. Irving had built up stories from the legends of New York and
Scott had done the same for Scotland. Why could he not do the same for
the west, There was plenty of material to be had for the asking.
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Then came "The Luck of Roaring Camp", and with it came the tran-
sition from "F. B. Harte, the poet and romancer to Bret Harte, the paradox
maker and showman" • (53) As this "showman" characteristic was the quality
which made Harte a master of the short story, we may pause to determine
what caused the transition. Dickens had made a tour of the United States
in 1867 and 1868, with the result that everyone was reading his books.
Saturated with Dickens, as Harte was, it is easy to see that he could use
his California as Dickens had used London, with the same effect.
The later form of the short story dates from Harte* s "Luck of
Roaring Camp". For this type of fiction, Harte did perhaps four things;
1« He gave the short story the atmosphere of locality. "His
methods of securing his localizing effect were unusual. Seemingly he
made little of his setting; one may glance through one of his tales and
be surprised to find only here and there a sentence touching upon land-
scape or surroundings, and yet one carries away from it local coloring
as the dominating impression". (54) The stage for "The Outcasts of
Poker Flat" is set thus;
"The spot was singularly wild and impressive. A wooded
ampitheatre surrounded on three sides by precipitious cliffs of naked
granite, sloped gently toward the crest of another precipice that over-
looked the valley**.
The characters, too, give the local color touch. The principals
in "The Outcasts of Poker Flat" are, with the exception of the young
lovers, people whom we would expect to find in such a setting.
2. The second contribution of Harte was a saving dash of western
humor, in "Tennesee's Partner" he has recorded that in the gulches and
the bar-rooms of early California "all sentiment was modified by a strong

sense of humor". (55)
3* The third characteristic was his use of paradox and an-
tithesis. His heroes are often men whom the world would consider villains.
Mr. Oakhurst in "The Outcasts of Poker Flat 11 is an example. A notorious
gambler, he has been sent out of the town with several others, with the
warning not to return. Almost at the beginning of their journey, dangers
overtake them; they are caught in a snow storm, with scarcely ant| pro-
visions! one of the group escapes with the mules, and it appears that
there is no hope for them. Then Mr. Oakhurst becomes the hero, tie sends
the youngest of the party back for help, leavss a good supply of wood for
the two women left in the cabin, and goes off to die, knowing well that
he could have saved himself if he had taken the supplies and started out
by himseilf
.
The description of the dwellers in Roaring Camp shows this
same quality;
HThe greatest scamp had a Raphael face, with a profusion of blonde
hair; Oakhurst, a gambler, had the melancholy air and intellectual ab-
straction of a Hamlet; the coolest and most courageous man was scarcely
over five feet in height, with a soft voice and an embarrassed, timid
manner".
4. rie emphasized the technique of his art. The training which
he had received in the newspaper rooms kept him constantly studying his
technique. Like Irving, he was brilliant in short dashes.
Pattee feels that Harte's influence on the short story was
greater than any other author except Irving. But thi3 influence was
greater than the quality of his work entitled him to exert. He appeared
at the right moment, when the country was enthused over the gold era and
tI
the field had been untouched by fiction, he came, tooj at a time when
better art was demanded, and when the feminine emotionalism had sated
its readers. (56)
There are two reasons for this attitude;
1. He lacked sincerity. Me wrote only to entertain. Of course,
after the success of "The Luck of Roaring Camp", Harte had been paid ten
thousand dollars to write in that strain for a year, so that he should
not be wholly condemned. Even when he attempted to write as he had be-
fore 1870, his readers demanded the other type.
2* The second reason is that harte was too theatrical. Even
in conversation, his characters were apt to use language which would be
found only on the stage. For example, one man says to another;
"Melons, this is all irrelevant to the case, iou took those
bananas.- lour proposition regarding CArrots, even if 1 were inclined
to accept it as credible information, does not alter the material issue.
You took those bananas. l"he offense under the statutes of California
is felony, how far Carrots may have been accessory to the fact either
before or after, is not my intention at present to discuss. The act is
complete, iour present conduct shows the *animo furandi* to have been
equally clear"
•
This is theatric, especially when it is said to an ignorant street
lad but seven years old. Aside from this, it is only in theatrics that
we find many men putting on a new suit of morals as easily as they would
put on clothes.
But this is typical of the field in which Harte wrote. The
California of his stories, sometimes drawn to life, is oftener made up
of stock desperadoes, stage drivers, and gulches which is the delight
of melodrama.

According to Harte*s own belief, the short story is an American
product • To quote from his essay on "The Rise of the Short Story";
"But while the American literary imagination was still under the in-
fluence of English tradition, an unexpected factor was developing to dim-
inish its power. It was humor, of a quality as distinct and original as
the country and civilization in which it was developed. It was first
noticeable in the anecdote or 'story', and, after the fashion of such
beginnings, was orally transmitted. It was common in the bar-rooms, the
gatherings in the 'country store 1 , and finally at the public meetings
in the mouths of *stump orators*. Arguments were clinched and political
principles illustrated by a 'funny story*. It Invaded even the camp
meeting and the pulpit. But wherever met it was so distinctly original
and novel, so individual and characteristic, that it was known at once
and appreciated abroad as *an American story*. Crude at first, it re-
ceived a literary polish in the press, but its dominant quality remained.
It was concise and condensed, yet suggestive. It was delightfully ex-
travagant, or a miracle of understatement. It voiced not only the dialect
but the habits of thought of a people or locality. It gave a new interest
to slang. From a paragraph of a dozen lines it grew into half a column,
but always retaining its conciseness and felicity of statement. It was
a foe to prolixity of any kind; it admitted no fine writing nor affecta-
tion of style. It went directly to the point, it was burdened by no
conscientiousness; it was often irreverent; it was devoid of all moral
responsibility, but it was original! By degrees it developed character
with its incident, often in a few lines, gave a striking photograph of
a community or a section, but always reached its conclusion without an
unnecessary word, it became- and still exists as an essential feature
of newspaper literature. It was the parent of the American 'short story'.
(57)
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2. Localized Romance.
With Harte's "Luck of Roaring Camp" cejne a new era in the
history of the short story; the period of "local color". The Civil
War had broken down provincial barriers, the country was being united
by railroads and other means of communication, and the new west was
being developed. The literature of the country must be of the west as
well as of the east*
This era of localized romance had its place in the evolution
of the short story, for stories of new districts must, necessarily, be
short at first.
Among the most interesting contributors to this new type was
Constance Fenimore Woolson, a grand-niece of James Fenimore Cooper. At
the time that Bret Harte*s success as a writer of the California of the
•49ers became apparent, she was living in Ohio. It is said that the
thought came to her; why not do for her wild lakes of the Ohio end the
middle west what Harte was doing for the far west. The first result of
this determination was "The Happey Valley", dealing with life on a river
in Ohio. This story presented a true American environment, with characters
just as startling to her readers as those in "The Outcasts of Poker Flat".
A new locality was opened to the realm of story-telling, a
setting for a people of French and Indian blood.
When she moved to Florida, Miss Woolson did the same for that
section of the country. Her stories of the south, however, contrast the
conditions there after the war with those before. "Redman, the Keeper",
is a collection of her magazine stories which depict the desolation wrought
by the armies during the war, the pathos of the broken homes and the

ruined plantations, and the curious differences between the Northern
and Southern temperaments.
Many of the writers in this field made no impression on the
short story, but Miss Woolscn added to her stories that which made them
models. With each volume was an increase in definiteness, in picturesque
characterization, and in dramatic effect. She may be rated with James
as a strong influence toward more careful workmanship at a time when
such influence was needed. (58)
All parts of the country dealt with local color. From the
south came the work of George Washington Cable. A clerk in the cotton
house, he spent his evenings reading the archives of New Orleans in the
early Spanish and French days, and studying the masters of prose fiction
until he was able to write, with careful workmanship, stories based on
the legends of those days. In 1879 he produced "Old Creole Days", a
collection of stories picturing life in the old French city of New Orleans.
These are romances, but in their life-like characters, their natural
scenes and soft Creole dialect, they are excellent examples of local-
ized romance". They are studies as well as stories, of people and
manners of old New Orleans.
"Madame Delicieuse" is but one of the stories found in this
collection, Here Cable applied the story-teller's art by centering his
tale around one character, "Madame Delicieuse The other two leading
figures are brought in to emphasize the first, the setting is but back-
ground to better display the woman, and the incident is but another de-
tail, helping to draw the attention of the reader to "Madame Delicieuse".
"Posson Jone", noted in Brander Matthews* definition of the
short story, is another example of Cable's art. Bliss Perry speaks of

this story as one that "presents people and events and circumstances
blended into an artistic whole that defies analysis", (59) It il-
lustrates dramatic incident, local color, and complex character analy-
sis, but most of all, character- HPosson Jone" is considered one of
the most perfect of American short stories.
Except for "Old Creole Days" and "Madame Delphine", there
is little of Cable in the short story field, but his influence on the
American short story was important, it was the beginning of the*T.ocal
color" period when writers were telling realistic stories about their
own United States. Cable helped to develop this tendency, but - even
more, he produced stories which exemplified the importance of style in
the short story art.
Many others wrote these "local color" stories. One who
presented a different locality was Sarah Orne Jewett. in 1877 she
produced "Deephaven", a story of New England, the New England of her
home town, South Berwick, Maine. As a girl, she had gone with her
father, a country doctor, on his visits to the farmhouses and cottages
in the village, where he ministered to far more than mere physical needs.
From him she learned of nature, art, literature, and of the history of
the community. Her interest in writing developed, and with the advent
of the "summer boarder" and his attitude toward the "decaying" town of
Berwick, she determined to write tales of New England life and so keep
the quaint originality of the early life. Her stories have proved a
means of preserving all that was finest in the New England that was
passing, and of showing how beautiful and true were what remained. She
realized that her stories might not please the public of her time, but

she wrote to pleaee herself, and to satisfy her own artistic requirements
(60) Her power lies in her purity of style, her humorous little touches,
and her power of characterization.
Thus, one of the characteristics of this after-tbe-war period
was "local color". Each one of the three writers whose part in bringing
about this new tendency has been discussed, contributed his bit. It was
little, because Bret Harte had started the movement, while the others
followed. The fact that they opened new realms of native material, with-
out forsaking their standards, even as Pattee says, without **toppling
over into the sentimental" (61), gives them a place among those who
developed the modern short story.

3. Dialect Stories.
The period following the Civil War was also characterized by
dialect stories. This was the natural trend of the realism which was
overshadowing the romanticism of Irving and Hawthorne. "Realism", in
the eighties meant selected bits of nature, pictorially presented, native
material unidealized and ordinary folks never extraordinarily idealized
or extravagantly presented. (62)
The best known of these dialect artists was Joel Chandler
Harris, the author of Uncle Remus. Much of Harris* life was spent in
the newspaper rooms, as a humorous columnist. It was here, as a part of
his day's work, that he wrote the Uncle Remus stories. Every part of
the country received the tales with delight, for they were genuine folk-
lore. Harris was not making literature about the negro, he was working
from life. He introduced animal stories, which are part of the traditions
of every primitive tribe, by the use of Uncle Remus, a lovable old plan-
tation negro, drawn with absolute fidelity to life.
Harris did not realize that these stories were works of genius,
samples of literary art. ne felt that their popularity lay in their
freshness and the strangeness of the materials. Mark Twain saw the art
behind them, however, and expressed this to Harris.
The first charm of the stories is that they fascinate children
with the adventures of Bre'r Rabbit. *Brer Rabbit after all is but a
negro in thinnest disguise The rabbit's helplessness typifies the
helplessness of the negro, end yet Brer Rabbit always wins. Suavity and
duplicity and shifty tricks are the only defense the weak may have. His
ruses are the ruses of a childlike mind. Clumsy in the extreme and found-

ed on what seems like the absolute stupidity of Brer Fox and Brer Wolf
and the others who are beguiled, these ruses always succeed. Hie help-
less little creature is surrounded on all sides by brutality and superior
force} they seemingly overcome him, but in the end they are defeated and
always by force of superior cunning and skillful mendacity at the supreme
moment. It is the very essence of the child story-the giant killed by
Jack, the wolf powerless to overcome Little Red Riding Hood, and all the
others. 1* (63)
Another fascination for grown-ups, as well as children, lies in
the characteristic conclusion of the stories; the promise of further ad-
venture. For example; The story of the "Man and His Boots" ends thus;
"Co'se, continued Uncle Remus, seeing a shade of perplexity on the
little boy's face, "de man in de waggin ain't fin'ne money in de boots.
He des puttin' on, so he kin fin' de man what drap um, kaze he know dat
right whar he fin 1 de man dat drap um, right dar he fin' de man what
stoled his calic* en crockery. Dat what make I say dat folks ain't get
no business mockin' de way de creeturs does. Dey er bound ter git cotch
up wid, en right den dey er in deep trouble. Creeturs kin take what
ain't dern, en tell fibs, en dey don't no harm come fum it; but when
folks tries it, dey er bleedz ter come ter some bad eend. Now, you des
watch um." And the next tale is about the mud turtle's trickery and
what came of it*
The art of the story-teller is shown in Harris' method of ex-
citing interest at the beginning of his story. The little boy's comments
and questions always evoke answers from Uncle Remus which foreshadow a
story;
"The little boy sail watching Uncle Remus sharpen his shoe-knife
.
Vs-
The old man's head moved in sympathy with his hands, and he mumbled
fragments of a song. Occasionally he would feel of the edge of the
blade with his thumb, and then begin to sharpen it again. The comical
appearance of the venerable darkey finally had its effect on the child,
for he suddenly broke into a hearty peal of laughter; whereupon Uncle
Remus stopped shaking his head and singing his murably-song, and assumed
a very dignified attitude. Then he drew a long, deep breath, and saidt
'Wen folks git ole en strucken wid de palsy, dey mus' 'speck
ter be laff 'd at. Goodness knows, l bin use ter dat sence de day my
whiskers 'gun to bleach.*
•Why, I wasn't laughing at you, Uncle Remus; I declare I
wasn't, 1 cried the little boy. *I thought maybe you might be doing
your head like Brother Rabbit did when he was fixing to cut his meat.*
Uncle Remus' s seriousness was immediately driven away by a
broad and appreciative grin.
•Now, dat de way ter talk, honey, en X beun* you wa'n't fur
wrong, n'er, Kaze fer all dey'll tell you dat Brer Rabbit make he livin'
'long er nibbli* at grass on greens, hit wa'n't dat a-cay in dem days,
'kaze I get in my •membunce right now de 'casion whar Brer Rabbit is
tuck'n e't meat.'"
With the success of the Uncle Remus stories came a flood of
dialect literature. Thus was introduced another phase of local color
which, for a time, was the vogue followed by writers in all parts of
the country. The eighties stand for the complete triumph of dialect
and local color. (64)
1 I
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4. The- discovery of the "short story".
In the mid eighties the "short story" was discovered. Up to
this time the term "short story" meant a sketch, a tale, any fiction that
was quite short. Irving wrote sketches and tales. Many admirable short
stories possess sketch-qualities, but short stories are more than sketches.
The sketch may suggest a story, but it does not narrate that story. In
sketchcsnothing really happens, they leave no single completed impression,
they lack that effect of totality on which Poe so constantly insisted.
Neither is a tele a true short story, for it does not conform to Poe*s
important law, that the short story should march in all its parts direct-
ly and swiftly toward a single impression. (65)
Poe and Hawthorne wrote tales; "Tales of the Grotesque and
Arabesque", and "Twice-Told Tales". Poe, in his review of Hawthorne's
stories used the term, "the tale proper" or the "short prose narrative".
Later critics discussed "Marjorie Daw" as a sketch or a tale. Except for
Poe, we have noted that no one realized that certain laws were necessary
for the short story.
In 1885 there appeared, in "Lippincott *s Magazine", an article
entitled "The Philosophy of the Short Story". Its author, Brander Matthews,
lays claim to being the first to give explicit directions for this type
of writing. With the gradual evolution from sketches and tales to the
modern short story under the guidance of Irving, Poe and Bret Harte, there
had developed certain requirements. In "The Philosophy of the Short Story"
Matthews gives at least eight requisites. They are;
1. Originality; "The one absolutely indispensable quality is
ingeneous originality. The short story demands an originality
which we
do not ask of the novel."
t
2. Unity; "The short story has what the novel cannot have,
the effect of "totality 1*, as Poe called it, the unity of impression.
A short story deals with a single character, a single event, a single
emotion, or the series of emotions called forth by a single situation.**
3. Compression; "Compression is needed almost as much as
ingenuity and originality, compression not merely in the telling of the
story, but also in the style of the writer. No digression is tolerable."
4. Brilliancy of style; "The short story should have brevity
and brilliancy. Xn no class of writing are neatness of construction
and polish of execution more needed. The style must be direct and vigor-
ous, however subtle it may be in suggestion".
5. Action; "While a sketch may be still life, in a short story
something always happens. A sketch may be an outline of character, or
even a picture of a mood of mind, but in a short story there must be some-
thing done, there must be action. A short story is nothing if there is no
story to tell".
6. Form; "The writer of the short story must have the sense
of form which Mr. Lathrop called *the highest and last attribute of a
creative writer* • The construction must be logical, adequate, harmonious".
7. Substance; "Important as are form and style, the subject of
the short story is of more importance yet. What you have to tell is of
greater interest than how you tell it".
8. Fantasy; "If the writer of the short story has a touch of
fantasy, so much the better. *To mingle the marvelous rather as a slight,
delicate and evanescent flavor than as any actual portion of the substance',
to quote from the preface to the "House of the Seven Gables", this is, or
should be, the aim of the writer of the short story whenever his feet leave

the firm ground of fact." (66)
Writers who followed these requirements were Aldrich, Bunner,
Bierce, and Stockton. T. B. Aldrich, as the editor of "Every Saturday",
a Boston magazine which aimed to reproduce the best pieces in foreign
magazines, was forced to study literature at home and abroad, and so
came in contact with the best that was being written, he did some short
story writing, and in 1873, he published a tale called "Marjorie Daw".
This was a story written in such excellent form that it soon became a
model, it stood for artistry, for the art that is artless.
Brander Matthews, having evolved a set of rules for the short
story, would be conscious of his technique, if he turned to writing.
With Bunner, he put forth a collection of short stories, "In Partnership;
Studies in Story-Telling". An examination of this book shows that the
two men were experimenting in form. Of one story, "The Documents in the
Case", Matthews himself wrote, "It is a most artificially contrived story,
owing its sole merit not to its veracity, but to its novelty of con-
struction." (67) This story is but a collection of newspaper clippings,
letters and telegrams, but the story is there, it unfolds as one reads
each documentjin turn.
nenry Cuyler Banner, with whom Matthews wrote this story, was
a journalist whose stories appeared in the magazine of which he was the
editor. These stories had to have the requisites which Matthews had
given; they must be short, lively, original, "treasures in literary art".
Bunner's influence on the short story was important* From him originat-
ed the anecdotal story which 0. Henry delighted in and developed with
such great success.
After Harte, perhaps the next to develop the short story was

Frank Stockton. His work in this field was small, but his extremely-
original presentation of common events brought him a large audience*
He adopted the juvenile story as his form of expression. It was not
until he had come to middle age that he wrote his first adult story,
"The Lady or the Tiger"? It is important to note this for he still
wrote juveniles, adapting them to adults. An example is "Squirrel Inn."
All his distinctive work was short. "Rudder Grange" is really a series
of sketches, rather than one complete story. "The Lady or the Tiger?"
was the story that contributed to the short story technique. Here was
a new element, that of surprise. One of Stockton's stories shows this
art especially well. In "The Transferred Ghost" we find that Mr. Hinck-
man, at the point of death, has appointed a ghost to haunt his late
residence. But Mr. Hinckman recovers, and the tables are turned- Mr.
Hinckman haunts the ghosts through several amusing episodes. This
story has the secret of Mr. Stockton's art; simplicity of style, natural-
ness, and topsy-turviness made perfectly plausible.
At this point the short story had taken its place as a rec-
ognized and popular form of fiction. It had a dash of humor, a strik-
ing manner of character portrayal, atmosphere and local color, peculiar
dialogue and journalistic flavor.

IV. The Modern Short Story.
1. Weaknesses attacked by the writers of the M90s".
The "short story** as a particular form, to be studied and
attempted, and for which certain rules had been laid down, had come
after "The Luck of Roaring Camp" had been carried across the continent
to the east. The two decades after the Civil War had been a period
of improvement. The sentimentalism and emotionalism of the first half
of the century had been overcome, and with Henry Jame3 had come
"•realism 1*.
The ten years before 1900 were important years in the short
story, for a new generation of writers had sprung up. These short story
writers had received their training from Harte, Aldrich and Cable, but
they considered now that these earlier masters had become antiquated.
They attacked these men from several points. One of their greatest
grievances was that Harte and Howells and their following had told the
truth, but not the whole truth. They were writers of stories from the
literary point of view; they had a sort of selective realism, choosing
only those things which suited their ultimate design. Frank Norris, one
of the new group, expressed the feeling of this new school when he said
that it was his purpose to tell the truth regardless of his public; if
it liked what he had to say, so much the better, but he should write it
just the same. (68)
The same spirit of revolt was shown by Hamlin Garland. He was
born in Salem, Wisconsin, in 1860, and lived the hard life of a boy on
a farm in the middle west. The culture of Boston lured him, however, and
he went to the east where he had an opportunity to develop his talent for

writing. Pattee notes that the triumph of the short story came in the
90s. ^69) In September, 1891, W. D. Howells, in Harper's Monthly, re-
viewed a collection of short stories by Hamlin Garland. The principal
point, for this paper, was theT/coll setions of short stories were being
received on the same terms with the novels. Up to this time, although
short stories might be read and accepted by the majority of readers, and
criticized favorably by magazine editors, collections of these same short
stories were not well received. Our interest in Hamlin Garland is his
part in establishing the modern short story.
The first collection of short stories which attracted the
public to Garland was "Main-Travelled Roads", published in 1890. This
book contained the sort of stories which are true to life, not veneered
to please the public. The stories were full of pity for the characters,
perhaps not always expressed, yet always felt. Mr. Howells, in his
review, said 5 "The type caught in Garland's book is not pretty j it is
ugly and often ridiculous; but it is heartbreaking in its rude despair-
He has the fine courage to leave a fact with the reader, ungamished and
unvarnished, which is almost the rarest trait in an American story-writer"
(70) To understand this comment, it is necessary to inquire into some of
the stories found in "Main-Travelled Roads".
The first one, "The Main-rravelled Road"
}
tells of a man who
returned after several years to the girl with whom he had quarreled^ to
find that she had married his rival, and is living in poverty, and in
the very "hell" to which he consigned her years before. The misunderstand
ing is cleared up, and he takes Agnes from this life of misery to one
which can be made beautiful by their love. Garland does not apologize
to his readers for upsetting the laws of the world, that a woman should

be true to her husband, all he does is send the woman off with the man,
to a happier life, regardless of conventions
.
"The Return of a Private" pictures a soldier, returning after
the war with no reception committee to welcome him. He travels over the
hills, footsore and heart-oore, for he realizes that he has given most
of his strength to the service of his country, and has little to look
forward to except the farm from which he can, perhaps, make a meagre
living. He is happy, nevertheless, as he gets nearer his home for it is
Home. This story was chosen by Margaret Ashmun as one of the best ex-
amples of the short story, because it is the simple, rugged story of the
common man. (71)
The stories found in "Main-Travelled Roads" are true pictures
of the mid-west after the war. They seem spontaneous and genuine. There
is all the unpleasantness, not varnished, as Howells said, but homely
tales of a people whom Garland knew. One of the most genuine is "The
Lion's Paw" which leaves the reader with a feeling of anger that such
a man should continue his underhanded policies. It is so real that one
forgets that it is only a story. The poor father realizes that all his
attempts to improve the farm have been in vain and that he is truly
"under the lion*s paw".
Garland's few years in Boston showed him the west as it
really was;
"My fictional inspiration did not come till two years later,
when, having saved up something like ninety-eight dollars, I felt en-
abled to make a midsummer trip back to my father's home in Ordway, Dakota.
This was an epoch-making experience to me, for my three years in Boston
had given me a perspective on the life of the prairie farmer. 1 perceived,

with now vision, the loneliness and drudgery of the western farmers*
wives. All across north-we3tern Iowa and up through central Dakota,
I brooded darkly over the problem presented, and this bitter mood was
deepened by the condition in which I found my mother on a treeless farm
just above Ordway. It was in this mood of resentment that I began to
write (immediately after returning to Boston), the stories which later
made up the first volume of "Main-Travelled Roads". "This helps to ac-
count for much of Garland's writing. He would tell of life exactly as
it was, not "as the summer boarder sees it, but as the farmer endures it".
His chief grievance against earlier writers was the fact that they were
"realists", but realists who had softened and sentimentalized the term.
He became a "veritist", he got away from models, and let life and nature
be hi3 teachers.
For the short story we may say that Hamlin Garland did the
following t
1. He turned it from literature to life. He believed in tell-
ing the whole truth. Even though the facts might be bare and unpleasant,
he would not varnish them over to please hi3 audience. His stories were
tales of the life in the west, exactly as he saw it.
2. He took away the artificial local color. His stories were
written to exhibit conditions as they were. There was not the glamour of
the early west which was found in Harte's stories.
V
2. Reasons for the great growth of the short story.
It is a known fact that the fiction of the period up to 1900,
and even after was mostly of the short story type, instead of writing
the "great American novel" which had been sought during all this time,
our writers, for the most part, seemed to prefer short fiction,
Pattee feels that the reasons for this are obvious. (72)
American life during the period was so heterogeneous, so scattered, that
it was impossible to comprehend any large part of it in a single study.
We find stories of New England, stories of the middle west, of the south.
Their characters have hardly reached such development as to becorat national
types, but they are typical of the regions they represent. Stories of
New England life, for instance, are best told in short sketches, such as
one finds in "Beephaven". Evidently our novelists have seen this, for
many of them, except in very recent years, have taken their topics from
European life.
It was a period when, over large areas, thousands of discord-
ant elements had to be unified, and we had to wait until the present for
our great American novel. Short stories were almost necessary. If a man
wished to take a crude character of the west, in the bare environment of
that territory, he could not prolong his story. The story of Garland's,
entitled "The Main-Travelled Road" could not be expanded without losing
its force. To make it into a novel would mean taking away the element of
surprise and happiness at the end, for the author would then have to go
on and make some sort of an apology for his ending.
Mary Noailles Murfree, better known as Charles Egbert Craddock,
is one of the short story writers who tried to expand her stories into
.v.
novels. Her first stories, "In the Tennessee Mountains", appealed to
her readers because of their freshness and the strangeness of their
setting. But when she attempted a novel, "Where the Battle Was Fought*,
her critics were severe. Her failure to write novels lay in her in-
ability to work with large masses of material, and to shape it into a
unified whole. She could make sketches of a moment, such as "Way Down
On Lonesome Cove", but could not carry a longer tale.
There is another factor which helped toward short story writ-
ing. This was the richness of material. American life during the short
story period was a period of brilliance, especially after the Civil War.
In the east were the traditions of day3 gone by, and the aristocracy of
birth, with all its attendant customs. New York and the central states
were cosmopolitan areas. The south had its old stories of the French and
the Spanish, and later there was an abundance of material on the negro
and reconstruction. There wa3 the period of the "Covered Wagon", of the
gold rush, and the building up of that new territory with all the types
of people who entered this new west, and with all the lawlessness and vice
which went with a gold boom. Barrett Wendell, in his Literary History of
America, says that this prevalence of the short story "seems nationally
characteristic of American as distinguished from English men of letters.
From the days of Washington Irving, Americans have shown themselves able
to write short stories rather better than anything else". (73)
x
3. Characteristics of the present period.
When the twentieth century came in there came with it new
qualities, which can be best presented through a discussion of the
work of 0—Henry, the last really great figure in the development of
the American short story. His early life has little of interest to
us except as it influenced his writings. It was not until circum-
stances forced him into the Ohio Penitentiary that he became a writer.
His little daughter in Texas knew nothing of her father's disgrace, and
he would write her letters and send her presents and money. But it was
difficult to earn money in prison. Hence he turned to writing. He had
been in the newspaper game for a whil9 and his writings had sold well.
He started writing stories which he signed 0. Henry, and marketed them
through a friend in New Orleans.
From this time the short story became his profession. The public
was immensely pleased with his tales, which contained the elements of the
short story as given by Matthews. His clever use of slang gave his
stories a zest which his American readers relished.
In December, 1903, two years after his release from prison, he
wa3 given the position. of short story writer for the Sunday edition of
the New York "World". He was given complete freedom to write such stories
as he wished. The result was an 0. Henry type. His aim was to entertain,
in twenty-five hundred words, on one page. Entertain h£ did, even though
he had to sacrifice truth and reality.
Certain elements of 0. Henry's art show his influence on the
short story.

1. He stands first of all for manner, and the chief ingredient
of manner is humor. As a humorous columnist he had to produce humorous
stories.
2. He knew hi3 public and wrote for it. "He knew precisely
how much of the sugar of sentimentality the great average reading public
must have, how much of the pepper of sensation, and the salt of facts,
and the salad-dressing of romance "•
3. He had a definite technique, his art is the art of Poe}
he has no thought beyond the immediate effect of his tale on his reader.
4. There is beauty of style scattered throughout his stories,
it cannot be singled out. A paragraph may be beautiful, yet end in a
caper. A whole story may be beautifully written with apparently no other
intent than deliberate preparation for a single vulgar moment of sur-
prise. (74)
0. Henry *s first story was "Whistling Dick's Christmas Stock-
ing." The tramp, Whistling Dick, on his way to the south, for the winter,
prevents a robbery. A large amount of money has been secured by a plan-
tation owner as a Christmas gift to his men if they will work overtime
to unload some sugar. Several of Dick's cronies plan to get this money,
but Dick outwits them. The plantation owner repays the tramp with a
nights lodging. Dick sees a life of ease before him. The next morning,
however, when he sees the laborers hard at work, his fear of labor over-
whelms him, and he quietly disappears. Here is one type of 0. Henry's
stories- one with a surprise ending, and one in which the tramp is used
as the central figure.
"The Hiding of Black Bill" is an example of 0. Henry in his

happiest vein. The chief attraction of the story, however, is the sur-
prise ending. A tramp hires out as a sheep tender on the ranch of a quiet
little man whose knowledge of the west is limited. As the story progress-
es we are led to believe that this same meek rancher is "Black Bill**, a
notorious train-robber. When the sheriff and his men arrive upon the
scene, having been informed that "Black Bill" is in hiding at this ranch,
we look on with satisfaction, as the marked Federal notes are found in
the possession of the ranch owner, and we are ready to praise the tramp
for disclosing the identity of H. Ogden. Then comes the surprise; The
tramp has been relating this story to a friend, a fat, seedy man;
"The fat, seedy man at his side sniffed, and shook his frowsy
head slowly and disparagingly.
"What is it, Snipy"? asked the other. "Got the blues again"?
"No, I ain*t," said the seedy one, sniffing again. "But I
don't like your talk. You and me have been friends, off and on, for
fifteen years; and i never yet knew or heard of you giving anybody up to
the law-not no one. And here was a man whose saleratus you had et and
at whose table you had played games of cards-if casino can be so called.
And yet you inform him to the law and take money for it. It never was
like you, I say".
"This H. Ogden," resumed the red-faced man, "through a lawyer,
proved himself free by alibis and other legal terminalities, as i heard
afterward. He never suffered no harm. He did me favors, and I hated to
hand him over".
"How about the bills they found in his pocket"? asked the seedy
man.
K
"I put *em there", said the red-faced man, while he was asleep,

when i saw the posse riding up. i was 'Black Bill* 1*,
Here is a true 0. Henry story. His motto was, "Be concise and
familiar, and punch when your adversary is off his guard. This stuns
him, and you may then disappear."
Another story of the kind in which the American public delights
is HThe Ransom of Red Chief*. The writer has taken liberties in this
tale, and he still has the surprise ending. Red Chief is a young lad
who has been kidnapped by HTwo Desperate Men". They find out, to their
sorrow, that the boy is not missed by his parents because he is such a
torment. In order to get rid of him they accept terms quite different
from those they had prepared. The boy is returned to his father together
with the payment of a sum of money by the "desperate men".
To summarize 0. Henry *s influence on the 3hort story, we may
say that he was the final major figure. Writers after him have followed
the rules laid down by Matthews, but have aided little in its develop-
ment. 0. Henry made manner a strong element, as has been noted. He
created no new characters. He did not take literature seriously, he
became an entertainer, hence his place in the literary world can never
be high. By applying the various rules of Matthews, and by introducing
the various plot elements, he has contributed the final element in the
evolution of the short story.

4. A.brief summary of the present status of the short story.
With 0. Henry it would seem that the development of the American
short story had reached its peak. Many writers, editors and critics have
given requisites for this type of fiction, but they are all the eight
principles found in "The Philosophy of the Short Story" stated in a dif-
ferent way. Pattee quotes from the standards of various groups of critics.
E. J. O'Brien, in the introduction to his collections of the best stories
of the year, has the following requirements;
"The first test of a short story in any qualitative analysis
is to report on how vitally compelling the writer makes his selected facts
or incidents. This test may be known as the test of substance.
But a second test is necessary in this qualitative analysis
if a story is to take high rank above other stories. The test of substance
is the most vital test, to be sure, and if a story survives it, it has
imaginative life. The true artist, however, will seek to shape his living
substance into the most beautiful and satisfying form, by skillful selection
and arrangement of his material, and by the most direct and appealing
presentation of it in portrayal and characterization"
•
The first 0. Henry Memorial Award committee agreed that for a
short story there should be; the element of struggle, originality, ex-
cellence in the organization of plot incidents, skill in characterization,
power in moving emotions, atmosphere, and style.
The magazine "Life" has given these qualifications?
"A short story must contain at least two characters, for other-
wise there would be no contrast or struggle. A situation must be depicted
in which there are two opposing forces.
r
A short story must be a picture out of real life which gives
the reader a definite sensation, such as he gets upon looking at a master-
piece of painting. While it must be complete in itself, the art of it
lies in what it suggests to the reader beyond its own limits. That is
to say, it must convey an idea much larger than itself.
"Every short story must of necessity deal with human beings
either directly or indirectly, it must reveal in the briefest possible
manner, as it were, like a lightning flash, a situation that carries
the reader beyond it. It is, therefore, inevitable that the supreme
test of the short story lies in its climax. The climax must gather up
everything that has gone before, and perhaps by only one word epitomize
the whole situation in such a way as to produce in the reader a sense of
revelation, just as if he were the spectator of a supremely interesting
human mystery now suddenly made plain.
The technique of the short story should be such that no word
in its vocabulary will suggest triteness". (75)
W. J. Long, in "Outlines of American Literature", names four
tests of the good short story. They are; originality, unity, something
must happen, and the tale must be modern, up to date or up to the minute,
and must conform to the rule for visitors written over the door of
Cotton Mather's study, "Be short". (76)
Many short story artists have appeared since 0. Henry. They
have upheld the standards of Poe, Harte and Matthews, and have contributed
a vast amount of fiction to the public. Much of this is considered worth
while, as is seen from the lists of short stories published by various
collectors. E. J. O'Brien has, for several years selected the best short

stories of the year. The 0. Henry Memorial committee awards a prise for
the best story of the year.
Pattee considers Edith Wharton the leader of this new group. (77)
She may be compared with Henry James, for her environment, her training,
temperament, and her attitude toward life are parallel with his. Mrs.
Wharton's art is much like that of James. She writes in the same style,
of the same people and things, and with the same finished types. "Ethan
Frome", written in 1911, has indisputable claim to rank as the greatest
short story in America. (78)
The tendency is more and more toward manner. The popular
demand, no doubt encouraged by the motion pictures, is for the story in
which everything is keyed up for the "Main Street" multitude, in the
stories of today there must be something doing from the beginning. There
is scarcely any introduction, that must come out in the story. Ordinarily
the setting and characters are secondary-the main thing is the incident.
Pattee wonders if the short story, as the one literary form
that America has evolved and presented to the world, is an inferior type
of expression because of our restlessness and lack of time as readers*
(79) Some people admit the inferiority of the form. Mary E. W. Freeman
confessed that she used it at first because it was more easily marketed.
Time, alone, can answer the question. But, whil9 American
life rushes on with such 3peed, American fiction will, of necessity, be
in "short spurts and dashes".
C
V. A Summary of This Paper.
in this paper i have attempted to trace the development of
the short story in America. It began with the publication of "The
Sketch Book" by Washington Irving, in 1819. Irving advanced the short
story more by his influence than by his art, for the essay-like story
that he produced retarded its development as a distinct literary form
for many years. The popularity of "The Sketch Book" had a tremendous
affect on the writers of America. At once came an outburst of tales
patterned after those of Irving.
For this new literary form there came, about 1830, a new
vehicle, the annual, its demand for short fiction, to be read at a
sitting, encouraged writers and helped to establish the short story*
Yet most of this material contained too much sentimentality and mawkish
pathos to make it of any value. From out of it all but one figure
has survived. Hawthorne was genius enough to turn even the stuff of
the annuals into a form that would survive. He added soul to the short
story, and made it a dignified literary form, acceptable, even, to so
conservative a group as the New England critics. He was the first to
lift the short story into the higher realms of art.
The magazines produced many short story writers. With the
early mid-century came Poe. He recognized that the short story mu3t
have technique, a set of rules, as well as any other form of literature.
He added to the sketch of Irving, plot, structure, verisimilitude of
details, raatter-of-factness, finesse, and like Hawthorne, he thre#y*over
it the atmosphere of his own peculiar personality. He realized that the
Ai
short story owed its vogue, in America, to the great number of magazines
that sprang up during the mid-years of the century.
The demand for native literature was increased after the Civil
War, and we find, in the eighties, floods of local color and dialect
stories. Chief among these local color artists was Bret Harte. The
later form of the short story dates from his "Luck of Roaring Camp*.
Harte added reality, sharpness of outline, vividness of setting, and
vigor of characterization to the short story.
By 1890 the short story had taken its place as a recognized
and popular form of fiction. It had a technique, local color, atmosphere,
and humor. About this time Brander Matthews published a list of require-
ments for the short story. These have formed the basis for all later
tests of this form of fiction.
There were several reasons for the extraordinary expansion of
the short story in America in the mid-century. Chief among these werej
the magazines had been forced to rely, for their attractiveness, on the
short story because of the lack of native novels, and certain conditions
of our civilization; a vast country, heterogeneous population, and wide
varity of interest, all of which combined to make it an impossibility to
bring forth the great American novel.
With the work of 0. Henry the American short story seems to have
reached its climax. He observed the rules of the earlier leaders, yet he
added elements of his own. lie made manner a strong element, presenting
all types of stories, perhaps the most outstanding, those with the surprise
ending.
i
Contemporary with him have been many writers whose aim has
been to please the great reading public. Hence their stories, like his,
have been more or less journalistic, adaptable to the newspaper or to
the movie. Various standards have been set by present-day critics. The
principal tests of a good short story are; (1) Originality, or at least
ingenuity. (2) Unity, The story must deal with a single incident or
situation; it must plan the one impression which is to be made, and work
steadily at that impression without halt or digression. (3) Something
must happen; there must be constant action. (,4) The tale must be modern
and up to date.
It remains for a future critic to determine the value of the
American short story in American literature.
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